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Below you will find a selection of my reference cases. In all of the cases, I have been responsible for
the complete process, from idea generation, concept development, design, technology platform and
production to launch. All of the media projects are developed together with my team at Bonnier R&D
and sometimes with external consultants (credits below). The Volvo XC70 was developed during my
employment at Volvo.

PUBLICATIONS
Media Map

Every year, the Bonnier R&D team releases a global media map, our roundup of the emerging
consumer behaviors and innovations most likely to shape the media and tech industry over the next
two years. The Media Map is presented to all executive management teams within the Bonnier Group
and used as input for the business planning process.
Download the Media Map 2013 as an iPad app or a pdf.
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DIGITAL MEDIA SERVICES
Adlibris Mondo

Adlibris Mondo is a store, library and social recommendations site for digital reading. It offers ebooks,
esingles (articles) and audio books, all possible to collect and share, using your personal library.
Initially launched in the Nordic countries during 2013, where it is the first of its kind, the plan is a
Northern European launch. Check out the Swedish version here.

Filmnet
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Filmnet is a subscription service with streamed video content, launched in the Nordic markets prior to
Netflix entry. Check out the Swedish version here.

I Am Zlatan

I Am Zlatan is an experimental tablet ebook about Zlatan Ibrahimovic, a popular European soccer star.
It is built on a best-selling printed book but completely re-imagined for tablet reading with a lot of extra
content and features, targeting people who are not normally inclined to read books. It was developed
as a pilot project for future book releases.
Download the iPad app here and read more about the concept here.
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Teemo

Teemo is a social mobile application game that motivates people to exercise by packaging expert
fitness advice into fun and exciting virtual adventures. Teemo is only released as a beta launch. It
quickly reached 50,000 active users and has been featured in Fast Company, Gizmodo, Outdoor
Magazine, Discovery Channel, awarded the 2013 IxD Award, Core77 Award and was nominated to the
Webby Awards.
Teemo was developed in cooperation with The Ammunition Group.

Mag+

Mag+ was originally a conceptual idea of the future experience of reading magazines on handheld
touchscreen devices. The Mag+ video was released in Dec 2009, prior to the launch of the iPad,
visualizing our conceptual ideas.
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When the SDK for the iPad was launched in Jan 2010, we decided to build Popular Science on the
Mag+ platform and the magazine was released on April 3 as the world’s first digital magazine (together
with Time Magazine). Popular Science is now a profitable digital magazine with a digital circulation of
more than 100,000 and Mag+ is an software company with more than 1000 different apps being
launched on the Mag+ platform.
Here is the original conceptual video and here is the Popular Science launch concept.
Mag+ was developed in cooperation with Berg London.

News+
As a follow up to Mag+, we built a similar conceptual video for our newspapers, resulting in the launch
of four daily newspapers in tablet versions.

TV4 Play

TV4 Play is Sweden’s largest commercial online TV player with around 1 million unique visitors watching up to 8
million TV shows per week. Bonnier R&D built the original Play service in 2008.

Newsmill

Newsmill was launched in 2009 as a social co-ed news site. It was an editorially driven forum for
public debate, based on crowdcasting and subjective views on everyday news. Newsmill had no
journalists and no commentators. Three top headlines were selected and shouted out every morning.
Thereafter the search for the most authentic and interesting writers started. Only experts with
exclusive knowledge about every day’s important stories were published. Everyone was invited to add
articles as replies and to “mill” (emo-voting).
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Newsmill quickly became the most frequently quoted news source in Swedish media and won lots of
awards. Newsmill was a part of a TV4 News, which in 2013 unfortunately was shut down due to poor
financial results.

NEW CAR DEVELOPMENT
Volvo XC70

Volvo XC70 was launched in 1997 and one of the first jeep hybrid cars in the market, built on a
passenger car platform. It was a sales success and became one of Volvo’s most profitable cars
ever. I was the product development manager, responsible for product development, from
research, concept, design, construction and production to launch.
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